Symptomatic Tophaceous Gout in the Bilateral Patellae
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INTRODUCTION

Gout is an inflammatory arthritis caused by an inflammatory reaction to monosodium urate crystals in the joint [1]. Tophi which are monosodium urate crystal deposits in the synovium are caused by poor solubility of the synovial fluid and the lower temperatures [2]. Therefore, tophi usually involve the peripheral joints such as the first metatarsophalangeal joint, ankle joint, and so on [3]. Tophi can present around knee joint about 7% among the patients who has tophaceous gout [4]. While solitary gout tophus of unilateral patella has been reported, tophaceous gout of bilateral patellae is rare.

Herein we present a case of tophaceous gout on bilateral patellae and review of the literature.

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old gentleman presented to outpatient department of orthopedic surgery, Pohang St. Mary's Hospital with a complaint of multiple growing masses and pain involving the anterior aspect of his both knees. Two masses of right knee and one mass of left knee were palpable (Fig. 1). The masses appeared 3 years prior to his visit and the pain around the masses had gotten worse over time. The patient had been diagnosed with gout for 1 year but was only treated with naproxen just for pain control.

The physical examination revealed that there was mild tenderness around the masses, but no heating sense. The passive and active range-of-motion was normal. Laboratory test revealed that white blood cells count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and C-reactive protein level is normal except uric acid level is high such as 8.3 mg/dL (normal range, 4–7 mg/dL).

Plain radiographs showed a well-defined geographic 8 × 16-mm sized osteolytic lesion with sclerotic border involving the superolateral part of the right patella (Fig. 2). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed three soft tissue masses. Two masses in the right patella and one mass in the left patella were confirmed. MRI showed these masses had low signal intensity on T1-weighted sequences and inhomogeneous high signal intensity on T2-weighted images with soft tissue infiltration (Fig. 3).

The patient decided upon surgical excision of the masses due to pain and size. At surgery, midline longitudinal incision was made, then the patella and retinaculum were exposed. The masses consisted of chalky material having texture of gout tophi. The three lesions were excised with massive curettage (Fig. 4). Histologic examination of the specimen revealed numerous large tophi composed of long, refractile, needle-shaped crystals. Pain gradually
resolved after surgery and febuxostat was administrated at postoperative 2 weeks. The patient has no tophaceous gout and his serum uric acid level is well controlled such as 5.8 mg/dL at 1-year follow-up. And written informed consent was obtained from the patient.

**DISCUSSION**

Gout is an inflammatory arthropathy due to hyperuricemia. Hyperuricemia result in a high concentration of monosodium urate crystals, which can deposit in cartilage, bone, and joint spaces causing an inflammatory reaction [1]. A tophus results from an organization of monosodium urate crystals and inflammatory cells [2]. Any joint could be involved in gout, but the most common joint is the first metatarsophalangeal joint due to low solubility [3].

Tophaceous gout of the patella is not common. Peloquin and Graham [5] first reported gout of the patella in 1955. Although several cases with solitary tophaceous gout of the patella have been
Fig. 3. Magnetic resonance imaging scan reveals three soft tissue masses. (A–C) In the right patella, two masses are located on the superolateral part and the medial part (arrow). (D–F) In the left patella, a mass is located on the medial aspect of the patella (arrow). The signal intensity of the lesion shows low signal intensity on T1-weighted sequences and inhomogeneous high signal intensity on T2-weighted images with soft tissue infiltration.

Fig. 4. (A) The masses are excised with curettage. (B) All the masses are chalky material that look alike gouty tophi.

reported ever since, gout tophi in the bilateral patella have been reported rarely [6].

Typical radiologic findings of tophaceous gout include juxta- and intra-articular bony erosion with sclerotic margins and over-
hanging edges. Bony erosion could be led to synovitis induced by crystal deposition [7]. Typically, locations of gout tophi are the superolateral aspect of the patella. In our case, the largest mass was located in the superolateral side of the patella and showed osteolytic lesion in the plain radiographs. Because radiographic findings in acute gouty arthritis are apt to be minimal or absent, consisting of periarticular soft tissue swelling, smaller mass didn’t show osteolytic lesion in the plain radiographs.

MRI characteristics of tophi include low-intermediate signal intensities on T1-weighted images, with heterogeneous signal intensities on T2-weighted images [8]. Our patient’s MRI shows high signal intensity on T2-weighted images because of inflammation.

The differential diagnosis of osteolytic lesion in the patella includes infection, metabolic diseases, degenerative conditions, tumors, and so on. The most common reported causes of osteolytic lesion in the patella in patients younger than 40 years of age were chondroblastoma and giant cell tumor, while metastatic tumor and gout were the most common for patients over 40 years old [9]. In our case, the patient is over 40 years of age and he has the history of gouty arthritis. Therefore, we could suspect the masses in the bilateral patellae would be gout tophi.

In conclusion, we have to keep in mind that a mass of any joint could be gouty tophus in the gout patients even though tophaceous gout in bilateral patellae are rare. Gout is a progressive reactive arthritis, so that excision of tophus is not enough treatment of gout. Tophaceous gout could be prevented by proper diet and medication such as xanthine oxidase inhibitors, probenecid, or pegloticase which is an enzyme that metabolizes uric acid into a harmless chemical.
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